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The assets of the above companies comprise:
Reel BitaJe, net...............
Sevurliiee................................
Loan* on Stock...............
Interest due...........................
Cash on hand and at call
Agents’ balances...............
Bills receivable....................
Fixed payments unpaid..
UnasMHKfd premium notes......................... 1,193,474
Re-insurance on losses...................................
UnoiriK'd iiart BO per cent of premiums 

paid for re-insurance of rl*kit In force
31st December, 1906....................................

Other a*>ets.........................................................

In the case of outside balances carried elsewhc 
than in the United Kingdom only those on the otic 
side need be considered. The balances due by 
banks to banks and agents in foreign countries 
pre-ent, to quite a considerable extent, dept - t 
maintained by American banks with Canadian in 
stitutions, they would not, therefore, fluctuate with 
the fluctuations in our exchange operations. Tli 
banks find it much
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mere convenient and profitable 
to borrow the credit of the hig English and Scotch 
banks when they wish to operate in foreign bill 
During 1905 the balances due to the Canadian 
banks by banks and agencies of foreign 
along with foreign call loans,

5.817
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Capital stork paid up $ 297.208
The Ontario Purely Mutual Fire Companies 

number 70. Their business and condition may lie 
judged by the following summary, giving the total 
of each leading itrm in the report for 1905 :
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The call loans are used in much the$79,711.031

The amount paid for commissions, salaries, etc., 
by the Ontario companies compares very favourably 
with the expenses incurred by similar companies in 
Quebec, in Ontario, the commissions, salaries, etc., 
amounted in 1905 to $79463, the new business ac
quired l*'ing $79711.031, while the Quebec com
panies paid $112,299 commission to agents, in poli
cies issued in n$}j for $27,389,701. The difference 
is very great, but may lie explainable by different 
met In ds of account keeping.

same way as
the balances. It was quite natural that the balance- 
should be drawn down and the call loans increased 
during the latter part of the year when the 
from the latter inve-tment was so much larger. In 
ci nnection with the United Kingdom net balani 
it is notewi rthy that a sharp fall is to be observed 
in January and July.

On the 1st January and 1st July, heavy interest 
payments fall due on our Government and other 
debts hold in England; the banks draw heavily 
their London correspondents in response to the dr 
mand of the Dominion Government and other cu- 
tomers for exchange. In this connection also, it 
will lie interesting to follow the balances of the 
Bank of Montreal :

return

mi
CANADIAN BANKS AND FOREIGN EXCHANGE.

Several of the Canadian hanks deal pretty ex
tensively in foreign exchange. It is not possible, 
of course, to get a satisfactory view of their opera
tions front the nu nthly hank statements, but. by 
taking note of the fluctuations in the balance's shown 
in the different months of the year, something of 
interest is to be gleaned

Taking first, all the banks combined we get the
following :

(This bank reports no bal 
ances as due by it to banks or agents in the United 
Kingdom or foreign countries).
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Thus it can be seen that the Bank of
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